P R O D U C T O V E R V IE W

Mezzanine for Smaller Spaces

New dual screen systems extend the Mezzanine™ immersive team collaboration solution beyond
executive conference and briefing rooms and into a greater variety of environments. Accelerate
productivity and drive better decisions across more of your enterprise. This Mezzanine configuration
has a light footprint and can establish Infopresence almost anywhere with a solid network connection:
private offices, collaborative team settings, group workspaces, and field offices.
Like standard Mezzanine installations, the dual screen option links locations, teams, and content in a
shared workspace, yet it is uniquely designed for smaller spaces meant to accommodate up to six or
more collaborators, but not six or more screens. Dual screen systems are designed for swift installation
and will ship with our next-generation infrared spatial wands that require no room remediation. Users
can also collaborate via laptops, tablets, and smartphones on the shared workspace.

With Mezzanine, users can:
• Connect Mezzanines to create a multi-room shared workspace
• Instantly share video streams and content from their devices—laptops,
tablets, and smartphones (iOS and Android supported)
• Easily display, move, size, and order content and video streams using
spatial wands, web browsers and mobile touch devices
• View, add, remove, annotate, and store meeting content in
workspaces portfolios
• Utilize existing videoconferencing infrastructure to enhance
communication and collaboration between locations
• Store data and content securely; Mezzanine integrates with enterprise
authentication, allowing work session permission and privacy controls

Dual-screen configurations are
ideal for:
• Optimizing small team and ad
hoc collaboration
• Eliminating geographic barriers between
headquarters and field offices
• Enabling always on workspaces where
distributed teams can stay connected and
share content instantly
• Integrating multiple streams of
information across two screens for
collaboration, comparison, and comfort

Companies using Mezzanine today are innovating how their teams collaborate. They are extending
productivity across their organization by connecting satellite offices to headquarters, and giving
employees the opportunity to share any content, from any device, with anyone, anywhere. This is the
future of work.
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